
Sourcing handmade herbs from all around this tiny country since 2013
Athens, Greece



About us

Our sun kissed country is home to a universe
of little known, hard to source herbs and spices.
Pure local varieties, whose extraordinary quality
is at the core of the Mediterranean way of cooking.
Daphnis and Chloe started from a dream to open
a window to the world, for these remarkable ingredients.
From a quiet corner studio in central Athens,
we’re doing just this: Delivering the natural bounty
of Greek herbs, to food lovers everywhere!



Our bouquets of Oregano & Mountain Tea
are made right here at Daphnis and Chloe,
entirely by hand.

Detail from our Athens studio



Whole leaf herbs are a pleasure to cook with,
whether you’re using them entire or crushing
them on the minute.

We keep the use of mechanical means to a minimum,
to preserve their beauty and aromatic properties
all the way to the kitchen.



SourcingOur herbs come from beautiful places.
We source local varieties from small,
low impact farms and natural plantations all across Greece.
We work closely with a network of producers that we started building 
almost a decade ago. Often cultivated on demand,
our herbs are available in limited quantities each year.
Our caring procedure, helps retain the valuable components
that are often missed due to intensive processing.



We source some of the most beautiful, aromatic,
and pure Greek Mountain Tea that one can find,
from organic farms in Northern Greece.
Our producers cultivate in mountainous areas over
900 mt altitude, in the natural habitat of the plant. 
This fascinating herb which belongs to the botanical 
genus Sideritis, is the national herbal tea of Greece.

Our Aegean Isle Oregano grows in warm, coastal areas around 
Greece - in spring, you’ll see it dwelling spontaneously
in between stones and rocks. This little miracle of a spice,
was a purely local specialty when we discovered it in 2012. 
Expanding the sourcing and figuring out processing,
took years of work.



Our range

Glass jars
page 08

Pleasing to the eye and practical in the kitchen,
this is our best selling packaging.
The glass jar range includes all of our
most popular cooking herbs and spices.

Recyclable sachets
page 09

Made of 100% recyclable PPL and printed on FSC
certified paper, these contain slightly more product
than the jars and work well as a refill version.

Herbal teas
page 10

Our loose leaf herbal teas stand out from
the crowd for their whole leaves and flowers,
their fresh fragrance and their vivid colours.

Gift sets
page 11

Our custom herb sets make
a lovely gift for special occasions.
If interested to know more about them,
ask to know the options that are available
at the moment of your inquiry.



Culinary herb jars,
they come in cases of 6 units.

Pleasing to the eye and practical in the kitchen,
this is our best selling packaging.
The glass jar range includes all of our most popular
cooking herbs and spices.
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Product Name           SKU             Net Wt

Wild Thyme Flowers         THY20-GJ         0.49oz

Smoked Chilli Flakes         FLA20-GJ         1.7oz

Fragrant Fennel Seeds        FEN20-GJ         1.94oz

Selected Bay Leaves         LEA20-GJ         0.21oz

Rosemary Leaves            ROS20-GJ         0.49oz

Oregano from Taygetus      ORE20-GJ         0.60oz

Sweet Marjoram            ORE22-GJ         0.49oz

Aegean Isle Oregano        ORE21-GJ         0.32oz

Unique Greek Sage         SAG20-GJ         0.49oz

Sesame Seeds              SES20-GJ         3.18oz

Glass Jars
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A detailed description for each herb
is available at www.daphnisandchloe.com
Scan the QR on the left to read them all.

Wild Thyme Flowers
THY20-GJ 

Fragrant Fennel Seeds
FEN20-GJ 

Selected Bay Leaves
LEA20-GJ 

Rosemary Leaves
ROS20-GJ

Oregano from Taygetus
ORE20-GJ

Aegean Isle Oregano 
ORE21-GJ

Unique Greek Sage
SAG20-GJ  

Culinary hebs

Smoked Chilli Flakes
FLA20-GJ

Sweet Marjoram
ORE22-GJ 

Sesame Seeds
SES20-GJ



Culinary herb sachets,
they come in cases of 12 units.

Made of 100% recyclable PPL and printed
on FSC certified paper, these contain slightly
more product than the jars.
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Product Name           SKU             Net Wt

Wild Thyme Flowers         THY20-PB         0.63oz

Smoked Chilli Flakes         FLA20-PB         2.12oz

Fragrant Fennel Seeds        FEN20-PB         2.12oz

Selected Bay Leaves         LEA20-PB         0.35oz

Rosemary Leaves            ROS20-PB         0.85oz

Oregano from Taygetus      ORE20-PB         0.71oz

Sweet Marjoram            ORE22-PB         0.54oz

Aegean Isle Oregano        ORE21-PB         0.53oz

Unique Greek Sage         SAG20-PB         0.54oz

Oregano Taygetus Bouquet   ORE20-BQ         1.27oz

 Recyclable Sachets
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A detailed description for each herb
is available at www.daphnisandchloe.com
Scan the QR on the left to read them all. Culinary hebs

Wild Thyme Flowers
THY20-PB 

Smoked Chilli Flakes
FLA20-PB

Fragrant Fennel Seeds
FEN20-PB 

Selected Bay Leaves
LEA20-PB 

Oregano Taygetus Bouquet
ORE20-BQ

Rosemary Leaves
 ROS20-PB 

Oregano from Taygetus
ORE20-PB 

Sweet Marjoram
ORE22-PB 

Aegean Isle Oregano 
ORE21-PB 

Unique Greek Sage
SAG20-PB



Herbal teas come in cases of 10.
Bouquets come in cases of 12.
We only ship full cases :)

Our loose leaf herbal teas stand out from
the crowd for their whole leaves and flowers,
their fresh fragrance and their vivid colours.
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Product Name           SKU             Net Wt

Mountain Tea Bouquet       TEA20-BQ         1.27oz

Dittany from Crete          DIT20-PB         0.81oz

Our Lemon Verbena         VER20-PB         0.35oz

Pennyroyal the Ancient Mint   MIN21-PB         0.71oz

The Sweetest Peppermint      MIN20-PB         0.71oz

The Office Blend            BLE20-PC         1.06oz

Herbal Teas
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The Sweetest Peppermint
MIN20-PB

Herbal teas

Pennyroyal the Ancient Mint 
MIN21-PB

Our Lemon Verbena
VER20-PB 

Dittany from Crete
DIT20-PB

The Office Blend
BLE20-PC

Mountain Tea Bouquet 
TEA20-BQ 

A detailed description for each herb
is available at www.daphnisandchloe.com
Scan the QR on the left to read them all.
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Product Name             SKU             Content

The Mediterranean Essentials    GFT-03            6 jars

Gift Sets

Remember to ask if other options
are available at the moment
of your inquiry!

Our best-selling Mediterranean Essentials gift set contains six glass jars of our most popular ingredients:
Oregano from Taygetus, Wild Thyme Flowers, Selected Bay Leaves, Smoked Chili Flakes, Rosemary Leaves
and the much loved Fragrant Fennel Seeds.
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https://www.instagram.com/missgoodherbs/

https://www.facebook.com/daphnisandchloeherbs
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https://www.facebook.com/daphnisandchloeherbs
https://www.facebook.com/daphnisandchloeherbs
https://www.facebook.com/daphnisandchloeherbs

Contact Us

facebook / instagram

Daphnis and Chloe
Mandrokleous 19 11744, Athens Greece

tel. +30 2109241012

Wholesale Inquiries:
customers@daphnisandchloe.com

USA Wholesale Inquiries:
vivianna@hellenicfarms.com


